Date: ____________

The Guidance Committee in charge of the graduate work of __________________________ has conducted (his, her) Candidacy Examination for the Ph.D. and reports as follows:

**Options:**
- [ ] Grant Format (includes an oral defense). *(Guidelines can be found in the forms library)*

Grant Topic: __________________________________________

- [ ] Written/oral

**TOPIC 1**

PROFESSOR(S)______________________________________

Written examination: _____Pass _____Suspended _____Fail
Oral examination: _____Pass _____Suspended _____Fail

**TOPIC 2**

PROFESSOR(S)______________________________________

Written examination: _____Pass _____Suspended _____Fail
Oral examination: _____Pass _____Suspended _____Fail

**TOPIC 3**

PROFESSOR(S)______________________________________

Written examination: _____Pass _____Suspended _____Fail
Oral examination: _____Pass _____Suspended _____Fail

*if there is a suspension of the exam please fill the information on Page 2 and **DO NOT** fill in the ADMISSION TO CANDIDACY information until the suspension has been resolved

**ADMISSION TO CANDIDACY:** _____Approved _____Disapproved

*only fill this part out if the committee has come to its final decision

**GUIDANCE COMMITTEE**

(Signatures)

Approving

Disapproving

To be filled out and forwarded to the Graduate Coordinator, Department of Biological Sciences

Cc: Advisor
Graduate Student

Updated 8/2019
SUSPENSION OF THE CANDIDACY EXAM

REASON: ________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

PLANNED RESOLUTION AND PROPOSED TIMELINE: ________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

OUTCOME*:

*Once complete, please fill out the ADMISSION TO CANDIDACY section on Page 1 and obtain the appropriate signatures